
Tactile™ 
Technical data sheet 

Tactile™ is a soft touch paint provided in a convenient 2K-spray can; this coating, when 

applied, produces a soft rubbery surface.  

The coating dries to a slight semi-opaque finish and is best applied over a fully cured 2k 

primer; our 2k primer spray cans are ideal; these are available from our web-shop.   

Alternatively, Tactile can be applied directly to a coloured automotive 2 stage basecoat; 

there is no need to abrade the basecoat as long as Tactile has been applied within the 8 

hours basecoat time window.  

1. To activate the product, remove the plastic cover from the base of the can to

reveal the metal pull ring inside the cover.

2. Attach the pull ring to the pin that's situated on the bottom of the can; ensuring

you fully pull up the ring and twist a full 360 degrees to release the built-in

curing agent.

    (Ensure the ring has been fully pulled and twisted the full 360 degrees; 

otherwise, the curing agent will not be fully released, and your item will not dry 

correctly!) 

3. Shake the aerosol can for at least two minutes after the agitator ball has been

released. Your spray can has now been fully activated and is ready for use.

The paint within the can will have a usable pot life of 8 hours before it sets within the 

spray can. 

4. Apply a wet coat from a distance of 10-12 inches with a 50% overlap to ensure

an even film build. If another coat is required, a flash off time of 30mins at 19C

is required. The more layers that are applied, the more rubbery the surface will

be. We find two full coats are adequate for a soft tactile finish.



5. Drying time on this product is slightly longer than conventional 2 part paints due

to the product's chemical makeup, touch dry is up to 12 hours, full properties are

achieved after a full seven days at 20C.

HEALTH & SAFETY 

Please read all Material Safety Data Sheets for all products before use. 

Due to the inability of Creative Paints Ltd to anticipate or control conditions whereby our 
products will be employed, Creative Paints Ltd does not represent or guarantee that any 
Creative Paints Ltd product is fit for a particular purpose. Our products should be tested by 
users to determine suitability for a particular purpose. We disclaim responsibility for claims 
and damages beyond replacement of any defective of our product. There are no warranties 
which extend beyond the description on the face here of. 
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